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Graduation With Distinction

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Corey Michael Baker  Britton Jean Lombardi
Barbara Anne Book  Andrea Nicole Minich
Brian Stephen Demeter  Amika Raksakul
Lauren Ann Fellure  Taapsi Ramchandani
Shannon Lynn Fredebaugh  Evan Matthew Reas
Rachel Emelia Goodell  Elizabeth Lee Rhine
Lauren Ashley Griffith  Marie Ann Rymut
Robert Antoine Haddad, Jr.  Amanda Kate Stacy
Bradley Robert Hilgert  Dale Forrest Stewart II
Nathan Lee Jackson  Amber Renee Teare
Kellie Marie Jaremko  Tonya Sue Terken
Reeti Khare  Joshua David Warren
Amanda Marie Little  Brenna MacKenzie Wright

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Laura Katherine Bange  Brittany Blaise O'Leary
Ross Arthur Brater  Carly Faye Palmer
Amy Susan Fabritius  Kathleen Elaine Personke
Christine Marie Ferguson  Jason Ross Ramsey
Kevin Jonathan Goehring  Jonathan Vean Rowe
Cassandra Louise Henry  Yun Kyoung Ryu
Jonathan Martin Hollis  Laura Kathryn Saunders
Stephen Joseph Hoskins  Anna Lynn Schneider
Muhit Ince  Slesh Anand Shrestha
Sarah Louise Kovit  Brian Matthew Siller
Paul Joseph Krog  Jillian Jane Snyder
Sarah Abigail Manor  Jordan Kathleen Swisher
Claire Christina Martin  Gloria Twesigye
Kelley Kay McDonald  James Alexander Wheaton
Juliana Marie Mecera  Meghan Elizabeth Whitley
Seth Moore  Seda Yorgancioglu
Thao Phuong Nguyen
CUM LAUDE

Dilshad Chamira Abeygunawardana  Stacie M. Katherman
Julia Mariah Albing  Samia Q. Khan
Mona Almobayyed  Katrena Swope Kugler
Lacey Lynn Babnik  Kaushal Ladha
Pankaj Ratna Bajracharya  Kevin Edward Lehman
Elisabeth Josephine Benoit  Cheslyn Farrell Lesick
Amy Lynn Bergandine  Justin Thomas Linscott
Megan Elise Brake  Ashley Marie Lorko
Paula Jayne Breen  Elisabeth Mannig
Paige Juliana Burton  Kara Michelle Manns
Justin Patrick Bytnar  Michael Christopher Mucher
Jaclyn Elise Chapple  Farrukh Mushtaq
Amrit Karki Chiluwal  Alison Rogers Park
Benjamin Grant Chojnacki  Elizabeth Anne Polter
Carrie Ann Christian  Jeffrey Alan Price
Jordan Joseph Darr  Jameson Hildreth Pyle
Jessica Mary Dillon  Dana Marie Reznik
Magdalena Alyssa Ellis  Danielle Darjenee Sampson
Susan Elizabeth Flanagan  Kelly Lynn Schlessman
Erika Lynn Fox  Elizabeth Kate Schopis
Samantha Faye Frost  Callahan Pauline Seltzer
Gulcan Garip  Christopher John Setzer
Amanda Jennifer Gedney  Shetul Shah
Tracy Lynn Golub  Kyle Alan Sherman
Chelsea Lynne Gottfried  Irwan Sie
Eleanor Elizabeth Harding  Kristen Jean Snyder
Bryan Matthew Hoffman  Rasika Sridhar
Emily Jean Humphrey  Jerome Joseph Stenger
Amanda Summer Husted  Jordan David-Anton Vasiljeff
Marya Christina Intal  Kristen Michelle Weimer
Anshula Johri  Kristina Marie Wiese
Andra Rebeka Kaleps  Kelly Ann Zampino
GRADUATION WITH UNIVERSITY HONORS

Lauren Ann Fellure
Amanda Summer Husted
Reeti Khare
Sarah Louise Kovit
Paul Joseph Krog
Farrukh Mushtaq
Amika Raksakul
Taapsi Ramchandani
Jason Ross Ramsey
Dana Marie Reznik

Marie Ann Rymut
Danielle Darjenee Sampson
Anna Lynn Schneider
Callahan Pauline Seltzer
Jillian Jane Snyder
Rasika Sridhar
Jordan Kathleen Swisher
Joshua David Warren
Kristina Marie Wiese

GRADUATION WITH DEPARTMENTAL HONORS

Jordanne Camille Brown (Economics)
George Salem Hamaoui, Jr. (Botany/Microbiology)
Sarah Louise Kovit (Politics/Government)
Katrena Swope Kugler (Modern Foreign Languages)
Claire Christina Martin (Physical Education)
Juliana Marie Mecera (Religion)
Amika Raksakul (Economics)
Mian Ahmed Rashid (Economics)
Dana Marie Reznik (Botany/Microbiology)
Douglas Hazen Sampson II (History)
Slesh Anand Shrestha (Economics)
Jillian Jane Snyder (History)

THE FOUNDERS AWARD FOR EXPOSITORY WRITING

Michael Fergus McOsker (Humanities)
Britton Jean Lombardi (Social Sciences)
Slesh Anand Shrestha (Social Sciences)

SLOCUM PRIZES

Classics: Sarah Gospodnetich
Literature: Corey Michael Baker
Music: Brenna MacKenzie Wright
Science: Reeti Khare
Marie Ann Rymut
LIBRARY RESEARCH AWARD

Jillian Jane Snyder

MEEK LEADERSHIP AWARDS

Colleen Marie Byers
Matthew Frederick Garvey
Katrena Swope Kugler
Robert Louis-Charles
Marie Ann Rymut
Christy Marie Sicher
Dale Forrest Stewart II
Benjamin Merritt Walkuski

PHI BETA KAPPA

Corey Michael Baker Britton Jean Lombardi
Laura Katherine Bange Andrea Nicole Minich
Jordan Joseph Darr Thao Phuong Nguyen
Amy Susan Fabritius Amika Raksakul
Lauren Ann Fellure Taapsi Ramchandani
Christine Marie Ferguson Evan Matthew Reas
Shannon Lynn Fredebaugh Elizabeth Lee Rhine
Samantha Faye Frost Jonathan Vean Rowe
Kevin Jonathan Goehring Marie Ann Rymut
Rachel Emelia Goodell Yun Kyoung Ryu
Lauren Ashley Griffith Anna Lynn Schneider
Robert Antoine Haddad, Jr. Slesh Anand Shrestha
Cassandra Louise Henry Amanda Kate Stacy
Bradley Robert Hilgert Dale Forrest Stewart II
Jonathan Martin Hollis Amber Renee Teare
Muhib Ince Tonya Sue Terken
Nathan Lee Jackson Gloria Twesigye
Kellie Marie Jaremko Joshua David Warren
Reeti Khare Seda Yorgancioglu
Amanda Marie Little
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS AND PRIZES

ANCIENT, MEDIEVAL, AND RENAISSANCE STUDIES

Senior Book Prize - Katrena Swope Kugler

BOTANY/MICROBIOLOGY

Burns-Shirling Award - George Salem Hamaoui, Jr.
Esther Carpenter Award for Research Excellence - Dana Marie Reznik
Jane Decker/Allan Ichida Award - Cassandra Louise Henry

CHEMISTRY

Ralph E. Hall Fellows - Jordan Joseph Darr, Kellie Marie Jaremko, Thao Phuong Nguyen, Brian Matthew Siller

Charles H. And Magdalen Schafer Scholarship - Kellie Marie Jaremko, Thao Phuong Nguyen, Brian Matthew Siller

The Julian Higley Prize - Jordan Joseph Darr, Yun Kyoung (Claire) Ryu

Ralph V. Sinnett Prize - Daniel Russell Albert

Chemistry Faculty Prize - Brian Matthew Siller

Special Chemistry Prize - Elizabeth Anne Villar

Senior Members of Chi Gamma Nu -
Daniel Russell Albert, Amrit Karki Chiluwal, Jordan Joseph Darr, Kellie Marie Jaremko, Thao Phuong Nguyen, Jonathan Vean Rowe, Yun Kyoung (Claire) Ryu, Brian Matthew Siller

ECONOMICS

Alice Empkey Batchelor Graduate School Scholarship - Robert Antoine Haddad, Jr., Slesh Anand Shrestha

Blaine Grimes Summer Internship Grant Award - Christopher William Guglielmi, Britton Jean Lombardi, Evan Matthew Reas

Corns Business and Entrepreneurial Scholarship - Taapsi Ramchandani, Evan Matthew Reas, Britton Jean Lombardi, Rasika Sridhar, Amika Raksakul

Financial Executives Institute Outstanding Senior Accounting Major 2007 - Tracy Lynn Golub

Financial Executives Institute Outstanding Junior Accounting Major 2006 - Rasika Sridhar, Brian Stephen Demeter
Christian Kamm Scholarship Award - Pankaj Ratna Bajracharya, Rachel Emelia Goodell, Amika Raksakul

Norman Leonard Essay Competition Award - Slesh Anand Shrestha

Burton Morgan Award 2006 - Taapsi Ramchandani

Burton Morgan Award 2007 - Britton Jean Lombardi

Norman Taylor Scholarship Award - Robert Antoine Haddad, Jr.

Operation Enterprise Scholarship - Dilshad Chamira Abeygunawardana, Sarah Anwar Gheewala, Marya Christina Intal, Amika Raksakul

Theis Endowed Scholarship - Jeffrey Rijn Kusler

Woltemade Prize - Britton Jean Lombardi

Outstanding Majors:
Accounting: Brian Stephen Demeter, Tracy Lynn Golub
Economics: Ross Arthur Brater, Rachel Emelia Goodell, Robert Antoine Haddad, Jr., Kaushal Ladha, Brittany Blaise O'Leary, Slesh Anand Shrestha, Dale Forrest Stewart
Economics Management: Julia Mariah Albing, Kevin Jonathan Goehring, Muhit Ince, Amanda Marie Little, Farrukh Mushtaq, Amika Raksakul, Evan Matthew Reas
International Business: Britton Jean Lombardi, Jordan Kathleen Swisher, Tonya Sue Terken

Senior Members of Omicron Delta Epsilon -

Senior Members of Sigma Beta Delta -
Julia Mariah Albing, Brian Stephen Demeter, Tracy Lynn Golub, Muhit Ince, Amanda Marie Little, Britton Jean Lombardi, Taapsi Ramchandani, Evan Matthew Reas, Tonya Sue Terken

Sigma Beta Delta Fellowship Award -
Brian Stephen Demeter

EDUCATION

Promising Educator Awards - Barbara Anne Book, Claire Christina Martin

Senior Members of Kappa Delta Pi -
**ENGLISH**

Class of 1870 Memorial Prizes - Cheslyn Farrell Lesick, Jerome Joseph Stenger

Ernest F. Amy Prize - Corey Michael Baker

F. L. Hunt Prize for Creative Writing - Jerome Joseph Stenger

Ülle Lewes Prize in Non-Fiction Writing - Jerome Joseph Stenger

The T'ai Ananda Merion ‘96 Memorial Scholarship Award - Corey Michael Baker

The Emma Sparks Memorial Prize - Anshula Johri, Cheslyn Farrell Lesick

The Laureate Award for Expository Writing - Timothy Michael Kelly

Senior Members of Sigma Tau Delta - Corey Michael Baker, Susan Elizabeth Flanagan, Anshula Johri, Cheslyn Farrell Lesick, Ashley Marie Lorko, Jerome Joseph Stenger

**ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES**

The Richard B. Alexander Award for Excellence in Environmental Studies - Shannon Lynn Fredebaugh, Jonathan Martin Hollis

**FINE ARTS**

Fine Arts Recognition Award - Katrena Swope Kugler

Four Year Fine Arts Scholarship - Kelley Kay McDonald, James Alexander Wheaton

Dorothy Getz Fellowship - Lauren Ashley Griffith, James Alexander Wheaton

Paul W. Hawks Memorial Art Award - Erica Eileen Bachelor, James Alexander Wheaton

Sallie Thomson Humphreys Arts Award - Lauren Ashley Griffith, Katrena Swope Kugler, Kara Michelle Manns, Kelley Kay McDonald, Benjamin Hayes Nichols, Luke Thomas Ulery, Jill Anne Warnke, James Alexander Wheaton

Molly LaRue Memorial Art Award - Luke Thomas Ulery

Eloise King Shaw Special Recognition Award - Lauren Ashley Griffith, Kristen Jean Snyder, James Alexander Wheaton

**GEOLOGY/GEOGRAPHY**

Robert E. Shanklin Distinguished Scholar Award in Geology - Magdalena Alyssa Ellis, Peter Gregory Hargrove
HISTORY

Hastings Eells Prize in History - Jillian Jane Snyder

Rusoff Award for Best Senior Paper - Jillian Jane Snyder, Cheslyn Farrell Lesick

Senior Members of Phi Alpha Theta -
Benjamin Grant Chojnacki, Susan Elizabeth Flanagan, Patrick Steven Gallo,
Amanda Summer Husted, David Alan Johnstone, Paul Joseph Krog, Cheslyn Farrell Lesick,
Jason Ross Ramsey, Marie Ann Rymut, Douglas Hazen Sampson II, Elizabeth Kate Schopis,
Gregory Thomas Sharp, Kyle Alan Sherman, Jillian Jane Snyder, Amanda Kate Stacy,
Thomas McDermott Stemberg II, Malina Rose Suity, Susan Marie Vitaz

HUMANITIES-CLASSICS

Dwight Robinson Prize - Michael Fergus McOsker

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Corinne Lyman Award for Academic Excellence - Rachel Emelia Goodell

Outstanding Achievement in International Studies - Jessica Elyse Schaffner

Senior members of Sigma Iota Rho -
Jessica Mary Dillon, Rachel Emelia Goodell, Taapsi Ramchandani, Jessica Elyse Schaffner,
Gloria Twesigye

JOURNALISM

William R. Diem Award to the Outstanding Journalism Graduate - Andrea Nicole Minich

Gilson Wright Award - Phillip George Salisbury

Helen B. Woodward Award - Allison Loraine Haught

MATHEMATICS & COMPUTER SCIENCE

David H. Staley Outstanding Junior Prize (2006) - Thao Phuong Nguyen, Slesh Anand Shrestha,
Brian Matthew Siller

Robert L. Wilson Prize in Mathematics - Thao Phuong Nguyen

Robert L. Wilson Prize in Computer Science - Brian Matthew Siller

Senior Members of Pi Mu Epsilon -
Ross Arthur Brater, Rachel Emelia Goodell, Seth Moore, Thao Phuong Nguyen,
Kelly Lynn Schlessman, Slesh Anand Shrestha, Irwan Sie, Brian Matthew Siller
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Phi Sigma Iota Award for Highest Academic Achievement in French - Jessica Mary Dillon

Phi Sigma Iota Award for Highest Academic Achievement in German - Gloria Twesigye

Phi Sigma Iota Award for Highest Academic Achievement in Spanish - Bradley Robert Hilgert, Britton Jean Lombardi

Grothe Award for Outstanding Performance in French - Sarah Abigail Manor

Grothe Award for Outstanding Performance in German - Tracy Lynn Golub, Christopher John Setzer, Gloria Twesigye

Grothe Award for Outstanding Performance in Spanish - Tonya Sue Terken

Davies Prizes in German - Kaitlin Elizabeth Bressler, Tracy Lynn Golub, Eleanor Elizabeth Harding, Christopher John Setzer, Gloria Twesigye, Brenna MacKenzie Wright

Leadership Award in German - Eleanor Elizabeth Harding

Senior Members of Phi Sigma Iota -

MUSIC

Pi Kappa Lambda - Kathleen Elaine Personke, Laura Kathryn Saunders, Brenna MacKenzie Wright

Senior Achievement - Kathleen Elaine Personke, Brenna MacKenzie Wright

Senior Performance Award - Brenna MacKenzie Wright

MTNA StAR (Student Achievement Recognition) Award - Rosie Pignataro

Ganis Award - Nicole Tiffany Piunno

Senior Members of Mu Phi Epsilon -
Amy Lynn Bergandine, Eleanor Elizabeth Harding, Bryan Matthew Hoffman, Qiana C. McNary, Mary Elizabeth Molnar, Craig Truitt Olsen, Alison Rogers Park, Kathleen Elaine Personke, Rosie Pignataro, Nicole Tiffany Piunno, Laura Kathryn Saunders, Heidemarie Joy Traylor, Brenna MacKenzie Wright

PHILOSOPHY

The Loyd D. Easton Award for Excellence in Philosophy - Bradley Robert Hilgert

Senior Members of Phi Sigma Tau -
Bradley Robert Hilgert, Farrukh Mushtaq
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Harriet Stewart Physical Education Award - Megan Ann Margala

American Alliance of Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance: Outstanding Major Award - Claire Christina Martin

NCAC Scholar-Athlete Award - Marie Ann Rymut, Joshua David Warren

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship - Benjamin Grant Chojnacki, Joshua David Warren

The Alumni “W” Association Award for Outstanding Senior Scholar-Athlete - Marie Ann Rymut, Joshua David Warren

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

Rogers D. Rusk Prize in Physics - Yun Kyoung Ryu

Senior Members of Sigma Pi Sigma - Seth More, Farrukh Mushtaq, Yun Kyoung Ryu, Brian Matthew Siller

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Earl E. Warner Award for Academic Excellence - Marie Ann Rymut

Senior Members of Pi Sigma Alpha - Justin Patrick Bytnar, Kevin Jonathan Goehring, Amanda Summer Husted, Sarah Louise Kovit, Paul Joseph Krog, Brittany Blaise O’Leary, Jason Ross Ramsey, Marie Ann Rymut, Elizabeth Kate Schopis, Callahan Pauline Seltzer, Jillian Jane Snyder

PRE-MEDICAL/PRE-DENTAL STUDIES

Barbara Van Sittert Scholarship - Kellie Marie Jaremko, Marie Ann Rymut

Lawrence E. Young, M.D. Award - Samia Q. Khan, Amanda Rose Mook, Daniel George Peters

Glendening Scholarship - Jeffrey Alan Price

PSYCHOLOGY

Outstanding Scholastic Achievement - Lauren Ann Fellure

The Richard A. Lerman ‘68 Memorial Award - Lauren Ann Fellure (2006)

Senior Members of Psi Chi - Laura Katherine Bange, Justin Patrick Bytnar, Lauren Ann Fellure, Christine Marie Ferguson, Gulcan Garip, Amanda Jennifer Gedney, Chelsea Lynne Gottfried, Marya Christina Intal, Nathan Lee Jackson, Amanda Marie Little, Jaclyn Ann Mundstock, Elizabeth Lee Rhine, Amanda Kate Stacy, Amber Renee Teare
RELIGION

Ralph W. Sockman Award for Academic Excellence - Juliana Marie Mecera

Senior Members of Theta Alpha Kappa -
Carrie Ann Christian, David Alan Johnstone, Juliana Marie Mecera, Evan Matthew Reas, Danielle Darjenee Sampson

SCIENCES

Senior Members of Sigma Xi -
Daniel Russell Albert, Amy Susan Fabritius, Shannon Lynn Fredebaugh, George Salem Hamaoui, Jr., Cassandra Louise Henry, Kellie Marie Jaremko, Samia Q. Khan, Reeti Khare, Michael Christopher Mucher, Ashley Marie Peele, Julie Ann Peterson, Dana Marie Reznik, Yun Kyoung Ryu, Anna Lynn Schneider, Brian Matthew Siller

Sigma Student Research Award - George Salem Hamaoui, Jr., Reeti Khare, Ashley Marie Peele

SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY

Faculty Award for Academic Excellence - Erika Lynn Fox

Hough Award - Danielle Darjenee Sampson

Janet King Award - Lacey Lynn Babnik

Senior Members of Alpha Kappa Delta -
Lacey Lynn Babnik, Jordanne Camille Brown, Christine Marie Ferguson, Erika Lynn Fox, Allison Elaine Kesling, Catherine Bradner Leavy, Amy Casey Neureither, Elizabeth Anne Polter, Danielle Darjenee Sampson, Alexandra McIlvaine Snyder, Melissa Ann Taylor, Stephanie Elizabeth Taylor, Jordan David-Anton Vasileff

THEATRE AND DANCE

Richard H. Williamson Wesleyan Player Award - Kevin Allen Barron

Excellence in Production - Corey Lane Hinshaw

Excellence in Performance - Eric Vincent Carpenter

Robert R. Crosby Service Award - Eric Vincent Carpenter

L. Dana Latham Prize - Eric Robert Magnus

Supporting Achievement Award - Diane Terra Harvey, Eric Robert Magnus

Senior Members of Theta Alpha Phi -
Julia Mariah Albing, Corey Michael Baker, Kevin Allen Barron, Eric Vincent Carpenter, Diane Terra Harvey, Blaire Meredith Hayden, Corey Lane Hinshaw, Eric Robert Magnus, Brendan Michael Winget
ZOOLOGY

Ralph A. Bowdle Award - Shannon Lynn Fredebaugh

Esther Carpenter Award - Amber Renee Teare, Sarah Abigail Manor

Edwin G. Conklin Award - Ashley Marie Peele

George B. Harris Award - Reeti Khare, Joshua David Warren

Cass-Wills Prize - Amy Susan Fabritius, Shannon Lynn Fredebaugh, Reeti Khare, Amber Renee Teare

William D. Stull Curatorship Award - Sarah Abigail Manor

Senior Members of Phi Sigma -